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In a recent number of The Rice Institute Pamphletf R. L. Moore has

formulated a set of axioms in terms of the undefined notions "point," "re-

gion," and "contiguous to." These axiomsj (Axioms A, B, C, 0, 1, and 2 of

this paper) serve as the basis for the proofs of a considerable number of

theorems of ordinary point set theory, including a large proportion of the

theorems of the first two chapters of Moore's book.§ Nevertheless, there exist

spaces satisfying these axioms in which an arc may contain only a finite num-

ber of points and in which a region may consist of a finite number of points.

In the present paper a study is made of spaces which satisfy the above

mentioned axioms and some additional axioms which restrict the spaces to

being, in a certain sense, two dimensional. The ordinary euclidean plane is a

space which satisfies all the axioms.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor R. L. Moore, and to

thank him for suggesting the problem and for many helpful criticisms in the

course of its development.

For definitions of terms used but not defined here the reader may refer to

S.C.P.

Definitions. A simple closed curve is a compact continuum, containing at

least two distinct non-contiguous points, which is disconnected by the omission

of any two of its non-contiguous points. A triune is a set of three distinct points

such that each of them is contiguous to each of the others.

Axiom A. No point is contiguous to itself.

Axiom B. // the point A is contiguous to the point B, then B is contiguous

to A.

* Presented to the Society, October 28, 1933; received by the editors August 18,1937.

f Vol. 23 (1936), no. 1. In the present treatment the abbreviation S.C.P. will be used to designate

part 1 of this paper.

t It being understood that in the statement of Axiom 2 of S.C.P. the word "non-degenerate" is

to be omitted. It is clear from the context that the retention of this word was not intended.

§ Foundations of Point Set Theory, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications,

vol. 13, New York, 1932. In the present treatment the abbreviation P.S.T. will be used to designate

this book.
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Axiom C. If M is a closed point set and every pointof the set H is contiguous

to some point of M, then no point of S — M is a limit point of H.

Axiom 0. Every region is a point set.

Axiom 1. There exists a sequence Gx, G2, G3, ■ • ■ such that (1) for each «,

Gn is a collection of regions covering S, {2) for each n, G„+i is a subcollection of Gn,

(3) if R is any region whatsoever, and if X is a point of R and Y is a point of R

either identical with X or not, then there exists a natural number m such that if g

is any region belonging to the collection Gm and containing X, then gis a subset

of {R— Y)+X, (4) if Mi, M2, M3, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of closed point sets such

that Mn contains Mn+i for each n and there exists a region gn of the collection G„

such that Mn is a subset of gnfor each «, then there is at least one point common to

all the point sets of the sequence Mi, M2, M3, ■ ■ ■ .

Axiom 2. If P is a point of a region R, there exists a connected domain con-

taining P and lying in R.

Axiom 3. If J is a simple closed curve or triune, then S — J is the sum of two

mutually separated connected point sets such that J is the boundary of each of

them.

In this paper I deal very frequently with complementary domains of

simple closed curves and triunes. If / is a simple closed curve or triune and

w is a point of S — J, then by the interior of J with respect to co, is meant that

complementary domain of J which does not contain u. Similarly, that com-

plementary domain of J which contains w is called the exterior of J with respect

to oí. In case no ambiguity arises, the terms interior and exterior of / will be

used without making specific reference to a point w.

Theorem 1. Let Ji and J2 denote two point sets each of which is either a

simple closed curve or a triune. Let Ii and I2 denote the interiors of Ji and J2,

respectively, and suppose J2 is a subset of Ji+Ii. Then I2 is a subset of Ii.

Theorem 2. If J is a simple closed curve, and AB separate C and D on J,

and AXB is an arc such that the segment AXB is a subset of I, the interior of J,

and no point of the segment AXB is constiguous to any point of J — {A+B),

then (1) Ii, the interior of AXBCA, is a subset of I, (2) the segment ADB is a

subset of the exterior of AXBCA, and (3) Ix has no point in common with I2,

the interior of A XBDA.

Theorem 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2,1 = Ii+I2+segment AXB.

Proof. Suppose 7(/i+72+segment AXB) = M, where M is a non-vacuous

point set. Let F be a point of M. By Theorem 38 of S.C.P. there exists an

arc PX from P to X lying in I. The arc PX contains an arc PX' such that
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PX' — X' is a subset of M, and X' is a point of the segment AXB. Similarly,

there exists an arc Pu lying in E2, the exterior of A XBDA. The arc Pa con-

tains an arc PC', such that PC— C is a subset of M, and C is a point of

the segment ACB. Let T denote the first point in the order from X' to P

which X'P has in common with PC'. If no point of the interval X'T of X'P,

except possibly T, is contiguous to any point of (TC' — T), where TC de-

notes the interval of PC from T to C, then X'T+TC is an arc from X'

to C. If there exist points of X'T — T which are contiguous to points of

TC' — T, there must be a first such point in the order from X' to T. For

otherwise, there would be infinitely many such points, and the set of all such

points would have a limit point in X'T — T. But by Axiom C, every limit

point of such a set must belong to TC, and a contradiction is reached. Let W

denote the first point of X'T — T which is contiguous to a point of TC' — T.

By Axiom C, W is contiguous to only a finite number of points of TC — T.

Let V denote the last point in the order from T to C which is contiguous to

W. Let X'W denote the interval of X'T from X' to W or the point X' accord-

ing as W is not or is identical with X'. Let VC denote the interval of TC

from V to C or the point C according as V is not or is identical with C.

The point set X'W+VC is an arc containing at least three points. Thus, in

any case, the point set PX'+PC contains an arc X'P'C, such that the seg-

ment X'P'C contains at least one point and is a subset of M. Similarly, we

may show the existence of an arc X"P"C" such that (1) the segment

X"P"C" contains at least one point and is a subset of I\ and (2) the points

X" and C" are points of the segments AXB and ACB, respectively. Let

X'X" denote the point X' or the arc of the segment AXB from X' to X",

according as X" is or is not identical with X'. Also let C'C" denote the point

C or the arc of the segment ACB from C to C", according as C" is or is not

identical with C. By means of repeated applications of Axiom C it may be

shown that the point set X'P'C+CC"+X"P"C"+X'X" contains a sim-

ple closed curve /', which contains at least one point of each of the segments

X'P'C and X"P"C". Let /' denote the interior of /'. Now V is a subset

of I by Theorem 1. Thus the segment A DB is a subset of E', the exterior of /'.

Since the connected set/2 plus the segment ADB contains no point of/' but

does contain a point of E', it follows that I2 plus the segment ADB is a sub-

set of E'. Furthermore I' cannot contain a point of the segment AXB. For,

suppose /' contains the point F of the segment AXB. The connected set

F+I2 contains no point of J' but contains points of both complementary

domains of /'. We conclude from this contradiction that the segment AXB

is a subset of J'+E'. Now I' cannot be a subset of M since there exists a

point of J' h which is either a limit point of /' or contiguous to a point of /',
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and M and h are two mutually separated domains. Also, /' cannot be a sub-

set of Ii since there exists a point of J' ■ M which is either a limit point of I'

or contiguous to a point of /', and M and A are two mutually separated

domains. Also I' cannot be a subset of M+Ii and contain points of both M

and Ii since I' would thus be the sum of two mutually separated sets, con-

trary to Axiom 3. Thus in any case we reached a contradiction, and the theo-

rem is established.

Theorem 4. If the points A and B separate the points C and D on the sim-

ple closed curve J, and if the segments AXB and CYD are both subsets of I, the

interior of J, then these segments have at least one point in common.

Proof. Suppose the segments AXB and CYD have no point in common.

There exists an arc A 'a such that A 'w — A ' is a subset of E, the exterior of /,

and such that A' is a point of the segment CAD of /. Similarly, there exists

an arc B'co such that B'w — B' is a subset of E and B' is a point of the segment

CBD. The point set A'w+B'co contains an arc A'X'B' such that the segment

A'X'B' is a subset of E. Let A A' denote the point A or the arc of the seg-

ment CAD from A to A' according as A ' is or is not A, and let BB' denote the

point B or the arc of the segment CBD from B to B' according as B' is or is

not B. It may be shown that there exists a simple closed curve /* satisfying

the following conditions: (1) J* is a subset of AA'+BB'+AXB+A'X'B',

(2) J* contains at least one point of each of the segments AXB and A'X'B',

and (3) J*J is the sum of two mutually separated continua which separate

C and D on J; therefore J — J*J = gi+g2, where gi and g2 are mutually sepa-

rated segments containing C and D, respectively. Since J* contains no point

of the arc CYD, it follows that the connected point set CYD+gi+g2 is a sub-

set of /*, a complementary domain of J*. Thus / is a subset of I* +J*. Hence,

by Theorem 1, either I or E is a subset of I*. But each of the sets I and E

contains a point of J*, and J* contains no point of I*. Thus we reach a con-

tradiction, and the theorem is established.

Theorem 5. If J is a simple closed curve or triune, then I, the interior of J,

contains infinitely many points.

Proof. Suppose I contains exactly « points, where « denotes a natural

number. Thus every point of / is contiguous to some point of I. If there are

infinitely many points of /, the closed point set I contains a limit point of J

by Axiom C. But this is impossible since / is closed. Hence 7 contains only a

finite number of points. Let A and B be two contiguous points of /, and let Xa

be a point of /— {A +B). Let X be a point of I which is contiguous to A and

F a point of I contiguous to B. Let XY denote the point X or an arc from X
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to F lying in /, according as Y is or is not identical with X. The point set

XY+A+B contains a simple closed curve or triune Ji which is a subset of

J+I and contains A, B, and a point Xi of / but is such that X0 is in the ex-

terior of Ji. Similarly, there exists a simple closed curve or triune J2 which is

a subset of /i plus its interior and contains A, B, and a point X2 of the interior

of Ji but is such that Xi is in the exterior of J2. By continuing the indicated

process m+1 times we reach a contradiction, since X\, X2, X3, ■ • ■ , Xn-i are

distinct points of /. Hence / must contain infinitely many points.

Theorem 6. Let J denote a simple closed curve whose interior I contains

a point P which is contiguous to at least three distinct points of J. Let

Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pn, (w^3), be points of J (in the order indicated if n>3), and

let ß = Pi+P2+ ■ ■ ■ +Pn. Suppose ß is the set of all points of J that are

contiguous to P. Let PkPk+i, (k = \, 2, ■ ■ • , n), denote that arc of J which

contains only the points Pk and Pk+i of the set ß, and let Pn+i denote Pu Let Ik,

(k = l, 2, • ■ • , m), denote the interior of the triune or simple closed curve

P+PkPk+i. ThenI = P+YZ_Jk.

Proof. By Theorem I, Ik, (k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n), is a subset of I. Also, if k^j,

then Ik and /,- are mutually exclusive. Suppose I —(P+^i^Jk) =M, where

M is a non-vacuous point set, and let Mi denote a component of M. Now M

is a domain; hence Mi is a domain. Let a denote the set of all points of /,

each of which is either a limit point of Mi or contiguous to a point of Mx.

There exists at least one point of a. For let Qi denote any point of Mi, and

let Qico denote an arc from Qi to co lying in the exterior of the simple closed

curve or triune P+PiP2. Let Qi denote the first point that Qico has, in order

Qi to w, in common with /. Now Qi is obviously a point of a, since Qi is

the first point of Qi«, in order Qi to oj, which does riot belong to Mi.

Suppose there exist two points X and Y of a, which do not lie together

on one of the arcs PiP2, P2P3, ■ ■ ■ , PnPi- Since X and F are non-contiguous

points of /, it follows that J is the sum of two arcs from X to F having noth-

ing in common except their end points such that the corresponding segments

of these arcs are mutually separated. There exists a point Pr of ß on one of

these segments and a point Ps of ß on the other. Since Pr and P8 are both

points of ß, Pr + P+Ps is an arc lying in I+J — (M+X+ Y). There exists an

arc PrQPs which is a subset of J+E— (X+Y), where E denotes the exterior

of /, and is such that PTQPS ■ J is the sum of two mutually separated con-

nected point sets Mr and Ms which contain Pr and Pe, respectively, but no

other points of ß, and which separate X and F on /. The point set P+PrQP,

is a simple closed curve J' which contains P and is such that J' -J is the sum

of two mutually separated connected point sets which separate X and Y on /.
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Thus J — J'J is the sum of two mutually separated segments gx and gY

which contain X and Y, respectively. Now J' separates X from Y, for other-

wise gx and gY would lie together in /', a complementary domain of /'; there-

fore by Theorem 1, either I or E would be a subset of /', which is contrary to

the fact that both / and E contain points of J'. Since X and F are boundary

points of Mi lying in different complementary domains of /', it follows that

there are points of Mi lying in different complementary domains of /'. This

is impossible since Mi contains no point of J'. From this contradiction we

conclude that if X and F are any two distinct points of a, then there exists

an arc of the set PiP2, P2P3, • • • , PnPi which contains both X and Y.

Thus, if J — ß contains a point X of a, then the arc of the set PiP2,

P2P3, ■ ■ ■ , PnPi which contains X must contain all of a. Now if a is not a

subset of one of the arcs of the set PiP2, P2P3, ■ ■ ■ , PnPi, it follows that

J — ß contains no point of a. Furthermore, it follows that « = 3 and

a=ß = Pi+P2+P3. In this case, since / is not a triune, one of the seg-

ments Pi-P2, P2P3, P3Pi exists. Suppose the segment P3Pi is non-vacuous.

Using methods similar to those used in the early part of the proof to get /',

we obtain a simple closed curve J* satisfying the following conditions: (1) /*

is a subset of P+J+I3+E, (2) /* contains P, P2, a point of the segment

jP3Pi, a point of E, and a point of I3, and (3) /*•/ is the sum of two mutually

separated connected point sets which separate Px and P3 on /, and J —J* J

is therefore the sum of two mutually separated segments, one containing Pi

and the other containing P3. The argument used above to show that /' sepa-

rates X and F may be applied here to show that /* separates Pi and P3.

Hence J* separates two points P{ and Pi of Mi, since Pi and P3 are points

of a. But this is impossible since Mi is connected and contains no point of J*.

Thus we reach a contradiction, and we conclude that there exists an arc

PiPi+i of the set of arcs PiP2, P2P3, ■ • • , PnPi which contains a.

Let Ei denote the exterior of the simple closed curve or triune {P+PiPi+i).

The domain £¿ contains Mh and we write £¡ = ¥i-r(£,— Mi). The boundary

of Mi is a subset of (P+PiPi+i). Hence Mi and Ei — Mi are mutually sepa-

rated, contrary to Axiom 3. Thus we reach a contradiction, and the theorem

is established.

Theorem 7. Let Ph P2, ■ ■ ■ ,Pn, («2:3), be points of the simple closed curve

J {in the order indicated if n>3). Let Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■ , Ak, {k>2), be points of the

arc AiA/c {in the order indicated if k > 2) where AxAk is a subset of I, the interior

of J. Letß = Pi+P2+ ■ ■ ■ +Pn, and let y = Ai+A2+ ■ ■ ■ + A k. Suppose ß is

the set of all points of J each of which is contiguous to at least one point of A iA k,

and suppose y is the set of all points of AiAk each of which is contiguous to at

least one point of ß. Suppose furthermore that no point of ß is contiguous to both
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Ai and Ak, but that Pi is contiguous to Ai and to no other point of y and Pn is

contiguous to Ak and to no other point of y. It follows that if j <j'', and if P¡

is contiguous to Ai and P,< is contiguous to Ai-, then i^i'. Let PjPj+i,

(j = l, 2, • ■ • , n), denote that arc of J from Pj to Pj+i which contains no

other point of ß, where Pn+i denotes Pi. Let AiAi+i, (¿ = 1,2, • • • , k — 1), denote

the arc of AiAkfrom Ai to Ai+i. Let Ij, (j — 1, 2, ■ • ■ , n— 1), denote the interior

of Cj, where C¡ denotes the triune or simple closed curve (PjPj+i+Ai) in case P¡

and Pj+i are both contiguous to Ai} or C¡ denotes the simple closed curve

(PjPj+i+AiAi+i) in case no point of y is contiguous to both P¡ and P,+i,

but where P¡ is contiguous to A, and Pj+i is contiguous to Ai+i. Let In denote

the interior of the simple closed curve (PnPi+AiAk). If Pj is contiguous to each

of the points Ai¡, Aij+i, ■ ■ ■ , Aij+kj, let In, 7,-2, • ■ • , I¡kj denote the interiors of

(Pj+A{jAij+i), (P,+Aij+iAij+2), ■ ■ ■ , and (Pj+Aij+kj-iAij+kj), respectively.

Then

Fig. 1

Proof. First I shall prove the assertion made in the statement of the theo-

rem to the effect that if j<j', and if P, is contiguous to Ai and P¡> is con-

tiguous to At-, then ¿^¿'. Suppose there exist two integers/ and j' such that
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/</', Pj and Pj> are contiguous to Ai and Av, respectively, and i>i'. It fol-

lows that ¿>1 and i'<k. Also since Pi is contiguous to Ai but to no other

point of y, we see that 1 </. Again, since Pn is contiguous to Ak but to no

other point of 7, we sec that /' < «. Thus 1 </ </' < « ; hence Pi and P,< sepa-

rate Pj and P„ on /. Let Ai,> be the point of y with lowest subscript which

is contiguous to P3<, and let Aix be the point of y with the highest subscript

which is contiguous to P,. Let AiAix> denote the arc AiAi,> of AiAk or the

point Ai according as i{ is not or is 1, and let AixAk denote the arc AixAk

of ^41^4* or the point Ak according as ¿1 is not or is k. Now Pi+AiAi^+Py

and Pj+AilAk+Pn are arcs satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4. Hence

AiAi,' and AixAk have a point in common. But 1 —U =i'<iííii^k; there-

fore AiA{¡' and AixAk cannot have a point in common. Thus we reach a con-

tradiction, and we conclude that if/</', and if P, and P,< are contiguous to

A i and A,-, respectively, then i — i'.

This result enables us to verify the following implications made in the

statement of the theorem : (1) there do not exist two distinct points of 7 each

of which is contiguous to both P, and P3+i; (2) if no point of 7 is contiguous

to both Pj and P,+i, then there exists an integer i such that Ai is contiguous

to Pj and A i+i is contiguous to P,+i ; and (3) if no point of ß is contiguous to

both Ai and Ai+i, then there exists an integer/ such that/<» and Pj and

Pj+i are contiguous to A i and Ai+i, respectively.

Suppose I —{AiAk+^f}=lIj+Y^_^ft'_Jjt)=M is a non-vacuous point

set. Let Mi be a component of the domain M, and let a denote the boundary

of Mi. Obviously a is a subset of J +AxAk. Furthermore, a contains at least

one point of / and at least one point of AiAk. For let P be a point of Mh

and let Pw be an arc from P to co lying in the exterior of {AiAk+PnPi). Now

Pw obviously contains a point of a J. Similarly, let PAi denote an arc from P

to Ai which lies in I. Now Pyli contains a point of a-AiAk.

Suppose / contains two non-contiguous points X and F of a. If X and F

do not lie together on any one of the arcs PiP2, P2P3, ■ ■ ■ , P„Pi, there exist

two points Pr and P, of ß which separate X and Y on J; hence there exists a

simple closed curve J' such that: (1) /' is a subset of E+J+AiAk; (2)

J' J = Mr + Ms where Mr and Ms are two mutually separated continua which

contain Pr and Ps, respectively, and which separate X and Fon/; therefore

J—J1 J=gx+gr where gx and gY are mutually separated segments contain-

ing X and Y, respectively; (3) J' contains at least one point O of E and at

least one point of .41.4*. If X and F lie together on the arc P,PJ+i of the set

P1P2, P2P3, ■ ■ ■ , PnPi, there exists a simple closed curve J' such that: (1) /'

is a subset of E plus the segment XY of PjPj+i+/;+/Mí. + (/-PíPj+i);

(2) /'•/ is the sum of two mutually separated continua which separate X
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and F on /; hence J—J'J = gx+gY where gx and gY are mutually separated

segments containing X and F, respectively; (3) /' contains at least one point

O of £ and at least one point of AxAk. Now, in either case it may be readily

shown that /' separates X from Y and hence that J' separates two points

X' and Y' of Mi. But this is impossible since Mi is connected and contains

no point of /'. From this contradiction we conclude that a-J consists either

of a single point or of two contiguous points. By an analogous argument it

may be shown that a-.4i.4fc consists either of a single point or of two con-

tiguous points.

Now I wish to show that a is a subset of a simple closed curve or triune /*,

which is a subset of J+AiA k, satisfying the condition that either there exists

an integer j such that 7, is the interior of /*, or there exists a pair of integers

(j, t) such that I a is the interior of /*. If a-J is a subset of P„Pi, then

J*=PnPi+AiAk. If a-J is not a subset of PnPi, we shall use the following

procedure.

Case 1. Suppose that P,P)+i, (j^n), is the only arc of the set PiP2,

P2P3, ■ ■ ■ , PnPi which contains a-J. It follows that if X denotes either

P, or Py+i, then P,P,+i — X contains at least one point Z of a. If P¡ and

P/+1 are both contiguous to the point At of y, then we may show that

Ai=a-AiAk. Suppose the contrary. Let F denote a point of a-AiAk which

is different from A{. Now F either precedes or follows At, in the order .4i

to Ak. Suppose Y precedes Ai. Then ¿5¿1 and/5^1, and Y is not contiguous

to P,+i. There exists a simple closed curve /' having the following properties:

(1) /' is a subset of J+AiAk+In; (2) J' J is a connected point set such that

the connected point set J — J'-J contains P„-r-(P,P,+i —P,); (3) J'-AiAk is a

connected set such that AiAk—J'AiAk is either a connected set containing

F and Ai, or the sum of two mutually separated connected sets, one contain-

ing Y and .4i and the other containing Ak; (4) /' contains at least one point

of In and at least one point of / — P„Pi. By means of these four conditions

imposed on /' we may readily show that J' separates F from Z and hence

that /' separates two points Y' and Z' of Mi. But this is impossible since Mi

is connected and contains no point of /'. Thus we conclude that Y cannot

precede Af on -41-4*. Similarly Y cannot follow A{ on AiAk. Therefore

Ai = a-AiAk. Thus (Ai+PjPj+x) is a simple closed curve or triune /* which

contains a and whose interior is /,-.

If there exists no point of y which is contiguous to both Pj and P,+i, then

there exists an integer i such that P, is contiguous to 4,- and P,-+i is con-

tiguous to -4.-+1. In this case we show that a- AiAk is a subset of 4,4i+i. Sup-

pose the contrary. Let F denote a point of a- AiAk not on AiAi+i. Either F

precedes 4¿ or F follows Ai+i, in the order 4i to Ak. Suppose Y precedes A{.
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Then ¿f^I and /^l or «. Now there exists a simple closed curve /' hav-

ing the following properties: (1) J' is a subset of J +AiAk+In; (2) /'•/

is a connected point set such that the connected set J—J'J contains

Pn + {PjPj+i—Pj); (3) J' AiAk is connected, and AiAk—J'-AiAk is the sum

of two mutually separated connected point sets, one containing Y and Ai,

and the other containing Ai+i and Ak; (4) J' contains at least one point of /„

and at least one point of J — PnPi- Thus again J' separates F from Z and

hence separates two points Y' and Z' of Mi. Again we reach a contradiction,

and we conclude that F cannot precede A{. The same argument applies to

show that F cannot follow Ai+i. Hence 4i4fc is a subset of AiAi+i, and

(P;Pí+i+4¡4i+i) is therefore a simple closed curve /* containing a. The in-

terior of J* is /,-.

Case 2. If there exists no integer r such that PrPr+i is the only arc of the

set PiP2, P2P3, • ■ • , PnPi which contains a J, it follows that a J is a point

Pj of ß. The case in which a J = P„ has been disposed of in the paragraph

preceding Case 1. Hence suppose / < «. Let A i be the point of y with lowest

subscript which is contiguous to P,-, and let .4/ be the point of y with highest

subscript which is contiguous to P,. By means of an argument like that used

in Case 1, it may be shown that no point of a ■ 4,4 k precedes A {or follows A /

in the order from ^4i to Ak. If ¿ = ¿', then a-.414* =-4,-. Thus {PjPj+i+Ar) or

(PíPí+i+4,-4i+i), according as P, and P)+i are or are not both contiguous

to Ai, is a triune or simple closed curve /* which contains a and whose in-

terior is /,-. If Í7¿i', then the arc 4,-4/ of 4i4i contains a-AiAk. Further-

more, since a-AiAk consists either of a single point or of two contiguous

points, it follows that a-AiAk is a subset of one of the arcs of the set

A ¡A i+i, A i+iA i+2, ■ ■ ■ , Ai'-iAi'. Suppose the arc 4 i+i_i4 i+( contains a-^414¿.

Then since A„ {i — s^i'), is contiguous to Pj, it follows that (P,-+.4<+<_i.4i+<)

is a simple closed curve or triune J* which contains a and whose interior

is Ijt. Thus for any case it has been shown that a is a subset of a simple

closed curve or triune /* satisfying the condition that either there exists an

integer/ such that /, is the interior of J*, or there exists a pair of integers

(/, /) such that Ijt is the interior of J*.

Let E* denote the exterior of J*. Now E* contains Mi, hence E* = Mi

+ {E* — Mi), where both Mi and E* — Mi are non-vacuous point sets neither

of which contains a point of a. Thus E* is the sum of two mutually separated

sets, contrary to Axiom 3 ; and the theorem is established.

Theorem 8. Let the following changes, and none other, be made in the hy-

potheses of Theorem 7: Ah A2, ■ ■ ■ , Ak, {k^ 1), are points of an arc A{T {in

the order indicated if k>\) where A{T —T is a subset of I and T is a point of
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the segment PnPu (m^2). The set y=Ai+A2+ ■ ■ ■ + Ak is the set of all points

of AiT—T which are contiguous to points of J; ß = Pi+P2+ ■ • ■ +Pn is the

set of all points of J which are contiguous to points of y. The point Pn is no longer

restricted to be contiguous to Ak alone of the set y; In denotes the interior of

PnT+AkT; and I0 denotes the interior of AxT + TPi. Then

i = (AiT- r) + ¿/,+ ¿£/„.
j=0 j'-l   (=1

If ß=Pi+P2+Pz+ ■ ■ ■ and y = 4i+42-M3-|- • ■ • , where ß and y are infi-

nite sets each having T as its only limit point, then

7 = (AiT- T) + ¿7,+ ¿Ü//,.
j'-0 j=l ¡=i

Theorem 9. Let the following changes, and none other, be made in the hy-

potheses of Theorem 7: V, Ax, Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ak, T, (k^l), are points of the arc

VAiT in the order indicated, where the segment VAiT is a subset of I, and

where V and T are points of J in the order V, Pu P2, • ■ • , P„, T, (n _■ 1). The

set y=Ai+A2+ ■ ■ ■ +Ak is the set of all points of the segment VAiT which

are contiguous to points of J, and /3 = Pi+P2+ • • • +P„ is the set of all points

of J which are contiguous to points of y. The points Pi and Pn are no longer re-

stricted as to the number of points of y to which they are contiguous. If 70, 7„,

and I* denote the interiors of (VPi+VAi), (PnT+AkT), and (TV + VAiT),

respectively, where TV is that arc of J not containing Pi, then

n n       kj

I = segment VA{T + I* + £ 7, + £ £ Ijt.
j-0 j"=l   t=l

7/ß = Pi-f-P2-r-P3+ • • • andy — Ai+Ai+Az+ ■ ■ ■ are infinite sets each hav-

ing T as its only limit point, then

oc OC kj

I = segment Mil +/* + I/¡ + I Í 7,e.
)'=0 j=l   (=1

A similar formula holds for the case in which each of the points V and T

is approached sequentially by a sequence from ß and by a sequence from y.

Theorem 10. Let the following changes be made in the hypotheses of Theo-

rem 1 : Piis contiguous to both 4i and Ak but to no other point of y. Either each

of the points Ai and Ak is contiguous to some point of ß — Pi or else k>2. Then

either it is true that if Pj and Pj' are contiguous to A¿ and Ai>, respectively, and

if j <j', then i^i', or it is true that if P¡ and Pj- are contiguous to A{ and Ai',

respectively, and if j <j', then i^i'. If the former condition holds, if I* denotes
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the interior of AiA k+Pi, and if In denotes the point set obtained by substituting «

for j in the definition of I¡ given in the statement of Theorem 7, then

I = AiAk + I*+ ¿7;+ ¿I)/*.
,_1 ¡«2   (-.1

The theorem is illustrated by Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

If in Theorem 10, /3 = P,+P2, where Pi and P2 are non-contiguous, then

/ is the sum of two arcs, PiXP2 and PiYP2, and is such that the correspond-

ing segments are mutually separated. Suppose k^3. (1) If at least one

of the points Ai and Ak, say 4i, is contiguous to P2, then by Theorem 3,

I — Ai = Di+D2, where Di and D2 are the interiors of the simple closed curves

PiXP2+^ti and PiFP2+yli, respectively. Let Ii denote that domain above

which does not contain A k. Suppose h = Dt. Let I2 denote the interior of

PiFP2+yl¿fc or of PiYP2+Ak-XAk, according as Ak is or is not contiguous

to P2. (2) If neither Ax nor Ah is contiguous to P2, then I — AiA2 = D* + D**,

where D* and D** are the interiors of PxXP2+AiA2 and PiFP2+4i42, re-

spectively. Let Ii denote the domain above which does not contain Ak. Sup-

pose Ii = D*. Let I2 denote the interior of PiFP2+.4i;-i/lt. Then in either of
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these two cases we have, in accordance with the above notation, the following

theorem :

Theorem 11. I = A1Ak+r*+I1+It+ZHl1Iit.

This theorem is illustrated by Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

Theorem 12. Let J and C denote two point sets, each of which is either a

simple closed curve or a triune. Let I and D denote the interiors of J and C, re-

spectively, and suppose P is a point of ID. Then there exists a simple closed

curve or triune Q such that (1) Q is a subset of J+C, and (2) the interior of Q

contains P and is a subset of I D.

Indication of proof. If at least one of the two sets / and C is a triune, one

of the sets is a subset of the other plus its interior and hence will have the

properties required of Q.

A similar situation exists if both J and C are simple closed curves and one

of them is a subset of the other plus its interior.

If neither of the simple closed curves / and C is a subset of the other plus

its interior, let 4 be a point of / • D, and let P^4 be an arc from P to 4 lying
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wholly in D. Let O denote the first point, in the order P to 4, that PA has

in common with /. I wish to show the existence of a simple closed curve or

triune Of such that (1) Of is a subset of C+JD, (2) Q'C is connected,

(3) Q' J D is connected and contains 0, and (4) the interior of Of contains

{PO — O). Obviously, the existence of Of will be established if it can be shown

that there exists a point set K (which shall contain Of JD) which is a con-

nected subset of / containing O and which satisfies with respect to C those

conditions satisfied by any one of the point sets P, AxAk, segment AXB,

{AiT—T), segment VAiT, AxAk, or AiAk with respect to the corresponding

given simple closed curve of Theorems 6, 7, 3, 8, 9, 10, and 11, respectively.

There are several cases.

Case 1. Suppose O is not contiguous to any point of C. Let B denote a

point oí JE. The set / is the sum of two arcs from O to B, say OXB and

OYB. Let M denote the closed point set consisting of C together with all

points Z of D such that Z is contiguous to at least one point of C. Let 4i and

42 denote the first points that OXB and OYB have in common with M, in the

order O to B. If both 4i and 42 are points of C, the hypothesis of Theorem 3

is satisfied, and the segment AxOA2 is the desired point set K.

Case 2. Suppose O is not contiguous to any point of C and that one of

the points 4i and 42 described in Case 1, say 4i, is a point of D, while the

other, 42, is a point of C. If Ax is contiguous to two or more points of C, then

the hypotheses of Theorem 8 are satisfied, and (^4104 2 — A 2) is the desired point

set K. If 4i is contiguous to only one point F of C, and F is not contiguous to

42, then the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied, and (4i042 —42) is the de-

sired point set K. If F is contiguous to 42, let A{ denote the first point of

OXB, in the order O to B, which is either a point of D that is contiguous to a

point of C — F or else a point of C. Now if A{ is a point of D, the hypothesis

of Theorem 8 is satisfied, and {A(OA2 — A2) is the desired point set K._ If A{

is a point of C, the hypothesis of Theorem 9 is satisfied, and the segment

4i042 is the desired point set K.

The remaining cases may be treated with similar methods.

If Of is a triune, Q' has the properties required of Q, since the interior

of Q' cannot contain any points of /. (No simple closed curve may contain a

point of each complementary domain of a triune.)

If Q' is a simple closed curve whose interior contains no point of J, then

Q' = Q. If the interior of Q' contains any points of /, let M denote the set

of all such points of /. Now, M+Q' contains a simple closed curve Q having

the required properties. The proof of this last statement is little different from

the proof for spaces in which there do not exist contiguous points.

As an immediate result of Theorem 12 we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 13. Let Ji, Jt, • • ■ , Jn denote n point sets each of which is either

a simple closed curve or a triune; and suppose that 7i, 72, • • • , 7n, the interiors

of Ji, J2, ■ ■ ■ , Jn, respectively, have a point 0 in common. Then there exists a

simple closed curve or triune J which is a subset of Ji+J2+ ■ ■ ■ +J„ and is

such that I, the interior of J, is a subset of Ii-I2.7n and contains 0.

Theorem 14. Suppose each of the sets Ji and J2 is either a simple closed

curve or a triune. Let 7i and 72 denote the interiors of Ji and Ji, respectively, and

suppose Ii+I2 is connected. Then there exists a simple closed curve or triune J

which is a subset of Ji+J2 and whose interior is a subset of I¡ ■ 72.

Indication of proof. Assume the theorem false. Then by Theorem 12

7i-72 = 0. Hence there exist points Pi and P2 of 7i and 72, respectively, such

that Pi is contiguous to P2. Thus Px is a point of J2 and P2 is a point of J\.

There exists a point F of Ji-J2 and an arc PiP of J2 such that PiF—F is a

subset of Ii. Let P2F denote an arc of Jx. The point set PiF+P2F contains a

simple closed curve or triune J' containing Pi and P2, whose interior I' is a

subset of 7i. The set J'+I'J2 contains a simple closed curve or triune J

satisfying the required conditions. Thus the assumption is false, and the theo-

rem is established.

With the help of Theorems 12 and 14, the following theorem may be es-

tablished :

Theorem 15. Let Ji and Ji denote two point sets, each of which is either a

simple closed curve or a triune. Let 7X and Ii denote the interiors of Ji and Ji,

respectively. Suppose Ii+h is connected. Then there exists a simple closed curve

or triune J which is a subset of Ji+J2, and whose interior contains Ii+I2.

Theorem 16. Let Ji, J», • • • , Jn denote n point sets each of which is either a

simple closed curve or a .triune. Let 7t, 72, • • • , 7„ denote the interiors of

Ji, Ji, • ■ , Jn, respectively. Suppose 7i+72-|- ■ • • +In is connected. Then

there exists a point set J which is either a simple closed curve or a triune, which

is a subset of /1+/2+ ■ ■ ■ +-7», and which is such that I, the interior of J,

contains Ii+h+ ■ • • +In-

Theorem 17. If J is a simple closed curve or triune, then I, the interior of J,

contains at least one point which is not contiguous to any point of J.

Proof. Suppose each point of 7 is contiguous to some point of J. Let P

be any point of 7. I wish to show the existence of two distinct points of 7,

each contiguous to P. Since 7 is connected and contains infinitely many

points, P is either contiguous to a point of 7 or is a limit point of 7. By

Axiom C, / contains all limit points of 7; hence P must be contiguous to a

point Q of 7. In case there exists a point Pi of / which is contiguous to both
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P and Q, then Ii, the interior of the triune PQP¡, is a connected subset of /.

Since / contains all the limit points of I\, it follows that P is contiguous to a

point T of Ii. Thus for this case there exist two distinct points {Q and T) of

/, each contiguous to P. In case no point of / is contiguous to both P and Q,

let Pi and Qi denote points of J which are contiguous to P and Q, respectively,

and let PiQi denote an arc of /. The point set PiO^+P+Q contains a simple

closed curve J2, which contains P and Q. Let I2 denote the interior of J2. The

argument used above may be used here to show that P is contiguous to a

point T of I2.

Let OT denote an arc lying in I. The point set QT+P contains a simple

closed curve or triune J' whose interior I' contains infinitely many points,

no one contiguous to any point of /. Thus we reach a contradiction, and the

theorem is established.

Example 1. In the euclidean plane let Ci, C2, and C3 denote three circles,

each tangent externally to each of the others. Denote their centers by Pi, P2,

and P3, respectively, and their radical center by O. Let A i = Ci ■ C2, A2 = C2 ■ C3,

and ^43 = C3Ci. Let Bi, B2, and B3 denote points on the rays 0.41, 042, and

0A3, respectively, such that d{0, Bi)=d{0, B2)=d{0, B3), and d{0, Pi)

>d{0, Ai). Let P3Pi, BiB2, and B2B3 be circular arcs having Pi, P2, and P3,

respectively, as centers and lying on the non-0 sides of the lines B3Bi, BiB2,

and B2B3, respectively. Let ft1 = P3P1+OP3+OP], ß2i=BiB2+OBi+OB2,

ß3i = B2B3+OB2+OB3. For each point P of ßn and each /, (¿ = 1, 2, 3;

/ = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ), let Qpíj denote the point of the interval PiP such that

d(Pi, Qpij)=d{Pi, Ai)+[d{Pi, P)-d{Pt, Ax)]/j, and let ßu denote the set

of all points Qpíj. Let T{, (¿ = 1, 2, 3), denote C,- plus its interior. Let S denote

the following collection: (1) Tiy (¿ = 1, 2, 3), is an element of S, and (2) each

point of the plane not in Ti + T2 + T3 is an element of 5. For each positive

integer «, let Gn denote the following subsets of S: (1) the interior of each

circle of radius 1/« or less which neither encloses nor contains a point of

Tx+T2+T3 is an element of G„; (2) for each pair (¿, /), (¿ = 1, 2, 3;

/ = «,« +1, • • • ), the set consisting of F, and all elements of 5 enclosed by

ßa is an element of G„. If each element of S is called a "point," each element

of Gi is called a "region," and each of the "points" T\, T2, and T3 is "con-

tiguous to" each of the others, then each of the axioms of this paper is non-

vacuously satisfied.

Example 2. In a euclidean space let su s2, s3) s4, and s6 denote the spheres

whose equations are (x-l)2+y2+z2=3/22, (x+l/2)2+(y-(3)1/72)2+z2 = 3/22,

and (x+l/2)2+(y + (3)1'2/2)2+z2 = 3/22, x2+y2+(z-(3)1'2/12)2 = 3/122, and

x2+y2+(z+(3)1/2/12)2 = 3/122, respectively. Each of these spheres is tangent

externally to each of the others. For each ¿, (¿=1, ■ • ■ , 5), let 7\- denote s,-
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plus its interior. Let 5 denote the collection defined as follows: (1) For each ¿,

(¿ = 1, • • • , 5), Ti is an element of 5. (2) Let K denote the (x, y)-plane. Each

point of the unbounded component of K — K(Tx + T2 + T3) is an element of S.

(3) For each set of three distinct positive integers ¿, j, and k, such that each

integer is less than 6 and at least one integer is either 4 or 5, let Mijk denote

the plane which contains the centers of the spheres s„ s¡, and sk. Each point

of the bounded component of Mat — M\jk(Ti + T¡+T'k) is an element of S.

For each positive integer n, let Gn denote the subsets of S defined as follows:

(1) The interior of each circle of radius 1/m or less which is a subset of S ■ Mijk

or of S K is an element of Gn. (2) In each of the sets S-Mijk, construct three

sequences of segments like the three sequences of segments constructed within

the triune of Example l, and in SK construct three sequences of segments

like those constructed in the exterior of the triune of Example 1. For each

pair (¿, /), (¿ = 1, • • • , 5; j = n, n + \, ■ • ■ ), the subset of S consisting of P¿

together with all elements of S — (Pi, T2) ■ ■ ■ , P6) each of which is enclosed

by Ti plus the/th segment of one of the sequences constructed is an element

of Gn. If each element of 5 is called a "point," each element of G is called a

"region," and each of the "points" Tu ■ ■ ■ ,T& is "contiguous to" each of the

others, then all the axioms of this paper are non-vacuously satisfied.

Example 2 shows that Theorem 6 fails to hold if / denotes a triune in-

stead of a simple closed curve.

Theorem 18. If J is a simple closed curve, if I is the interior of J, and if H

and K are mutually exclusive compact continua lying in J+I, then no two points

of 77 separate two points of K on J.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that the points A and B of 77 separate

the points C and D of K on /. It follows from Theorem 24 of S.C.P. that K

contains an irreducible continuum T from K ACB to KADB. By Theorem

28 of S.C.P., T — T-J is a connected set having boundary points G and 7?i

in segments ACB and ADB, respectively. It may be readily shown that the

component of S— (J+77) which contains T — T-J contains a segment C2F7>2,

where C2 and D2 are points of segments ACB and ADB, respectively, and

neither point belongs to 77. Thus the arc C2YD2 contains no point of 77 and

lies, except for its end points, in 7.

The above argument may be repeated to show that there exists an arc

A2XB2 which contains no point of C2F7>2, where the segment AiXB2 lies in 7,

and Ai and B2 separate C2 and D2 on /. But this contradicts Theorem 4.

Theorem 19. The interior of a simple closed curve or triune is not a subset

of any simple closed curve or triune.
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Proof. Let I denote the interior of a simple closed curve or triune /. By

Theorem 5, 7 is not a subset of a triune. Suppose I is a subset of a simple

closed curve C. By Theorem 17, there exists a point P of I which is not con-

tiguous to any point of J. Now P is either a limit point of 5 — C or is contigu-

ous to a point of 5 —C. If P is a limit point of S — C, let R he a connected

domain containing P, but containing no point of /, and let Q be a point of

P • (S — C). If P is not a limit point of 5 — C, let Q be a point of 5 — C which is

contiguous to P. In either case, Q belongs to I {S — C).

Theorem 20. If neither of the contiguous points X and Y separates the

point A from the point B, then their sum does not separate A from B.

Proof. Suppose S— {X+Y) =Sa+Sb, where Sa andSb are mutually sepa-

rated sets containing A and B, respectively. There exists an arc a from 4

to B which does not contain F. The arc a contains X; hence a contains an

arc AX. Similarly, there exists an arc 4 F. The point set AX+A Y — (X+ Y)

is connected and hence lies in Sa. The set AX+AY contains a simple closed

curve or triune / which contains X and F and is a subset of Sa + X+Y. Let

Q be any point oiJ — {X+Y), and let I and E denote the two complementary

domains of J. Since Q is a point of SA and is a boundary point of each of the

connected sets I and E, it follows that I and E are subsets of Sa- Hence S is a

subset of Sa+X+Y. Thus we reach a contradiction, and the theorem is es-

tablished.

Axiom 4. If P and Q are two distinct non-contiguous points, there exists a

simple curve or triune which separates P from Q.

With the help of Axiom 4, the Borel-Lebesgue theorem (Theorem 5 of

S.C.P.), and Theorem 16, the next theorem may be established.

Theorem 21. If H and K are two mutually separated compact continua,

there exists a simple closed curve or triune which separates H from K.

Theorem 22. If J is a simple closed curve or triune containing the contigu-

ous points A and B, I is the interior of J, and P is a point of J+I which is not

contiguous to A, then there exists a simple closed curve or triune J* satisfying

the following conditions: (1) It is a subset of J+I. (2) Its intersection with J

is an arc containing A and B. (3) Its exterior contains P.

Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. If may be readily shown that there

exists a simple closed curve or triune which satisfies conditions (1) and (2).

Furthermore it may be readily shown that if P is any point of J not contigu-

ous to 4, or if P is a point of I not contiguous to A such that there is a simple

closed curve or triune /' containing P and satisfying conditions (1) and (2),
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then there exists a simple closed curve or triune satisfying conditions (1), (2),

and (3). Hence our supposition implies that P is a point of 7, and every simple

closed curve or triune, satisfying conditions (1) and (2), encloses P. Let PX

denote an arc from P to some point X of J — (A +B) such that PX — X is a

subset of 7. Let Si denote the set consisting of P and all points Y oí PX—X

such that every simple closed curve or triune satisfying conditions (1) and (2)

encloses the interval PY of PX, and let S2 denote PX—Si. By the Dedekind-

cut proposition (P.S.T., chap. 1, Theorem 64) there exists a point Q which is

either the last point of Si or the first point of 52, in the order P to X.

Suppose Q is the first point of 52. There exists a simple closed curve or

triune J' satisfying the following conditions: If Q = X, then J'—J; if Q^X,

then/' contains Q, satisfies conditions (1) and (2), and encloses PQ — Q(=Si).

There exists a third simple closed curve or triune Jit which is a subset of /'

plus its interior and is such that J'Ji is an arc containing A and B but not

containing Q. Thus Q is exterior to Ji, hence PQ — Q either intersects Jx or

is exterior to Ji. Both these possibilities are ruled out since Jx satisfies condi-

tions (1) and (2) and hence encloses PQ — Q. Thus Q is not the first point of Si.

Suppose Q is the last point of Si. By means of an argument analogous to

that used in the last paragraph, it may be shown that Q is not contiguous to a

point of Si. Thus Q is a limit point of 52. Now Q cannot be contiguous to both

A and B; for if such were the case, the triune ABQ would satisfy conditions

(1) and (2) and hence would enclose PQ = Si and, in particular, the point Q.

Let C denote a point of the pair (A, B) which is not contiguous to Q, and

let Cu> be an arc from C to co lying in / plus its exterior and containing no

point of J which is contiguous to Q. By Theorem 21, there exists a simple

closed curve or triune J' which separates Q from Cu. Since Q is a limit point

of S2, it follows that I', the interior of /', contains a segment QW of S2. There

exist a point F of the segment QW, and a simple closed curve or triune Ji

which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) and is such that F is in Ex, the exterior

of Ji. Let 7i denote the interior of Ji. By Theorem 12, there exists a simple

closed curve or triune J2, which is a subset of Ji+J' and whose interior 72

contains Q and is a subset of 7i-7'. There exists a point T of J2 I'Ji. It

may be readily shown that the point set Ji — T+(J2 — T) contains a simple

closed curve or triune /* which satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Furthermore,

since Ii + T+Ei is a connected point set containing Q and « but no point

of /*, Q is exterior to J*. Hence Q is not a point of Sx.

Thus we have reached a contradiction and the theorem is established.

Theorem 23. The interior of every triune is non-compact and so is the in-

terior of every simple closed curve which contains two contiguous points.
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Proof. Let 7 denote a simple closed curve or triune containing the con-

tiguous points A and B, and let I denote the interior of /. Suppose that I is

compact. It follows that 7+7 is compact, completely separable, and metric.

Let Di, D2, D3, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of domains which properly covers J+I

and with respect to which 7+7 is completely separable. Let «i denote the

smallest integer (which exists in view of Theorems 17 and 22) such that

there exists a simple closed curve or triune 7i which is a subset of 7+7,

and such that 7 7i is an arc containing A and B, and D„, is exterior to 7i.

Let «i, «2, «3, • • • be an increasing sequence of positive integers satisfying

the following conditions: For each integer k>\, nk is the smallest integer

greater than «¡t_i such that there exists a simple closed curve or triune Jk

which is a subset of Jk-i plus its interior, and such that 7*_i -7* is an arc con-

taining A and B, and Dnk is exterior to 7*. For each integer r, let ar denote

the point 7r — (4 +B) in case 7r is a triune. Otherwise, let ar denote an arc

PrQr of Jr — (4 +B), where Qr is either contiguous to B or else d(Qr, B) < 1/r,

and where PT is either contiguous to A or else d{Pr, A) < 1/r. For each integer

« let En denote the exterior of 7„. For each integer r and each point P of a,

there exists an integer «/> such that Enp contains P. By the Borel-Lebesgue

theorem, there exists a finite collection of these domains covering ar. The

domain of this finite collection with greatest subscript E„ contains all other

domains of the finite collection; therefore Es contains ar. Hence ar-7„ = 0, and

consequently ar-a. = 0. Thus there exists an increasing sequence of integers

fi, r2, r%, • • • such that for each integer k >0, aTk■ ark+i = 0; hence ar„ ot,2, ■ • •

is a sequence of mutually exclusive continua. There exists a subsequence of

this sequence which converges to a sequential limiting set L containing A and

B. Hence by Theorem 33 of S.C.P., L is a perfect continuum and is therefore

uncountable. For each integer «, L is a subset of J„ plus its interior. Hence

if L contains a point X other than A or B, then X is contiguous to A or B.

But the set of all such points X is at most countable by Theorem 14 of S.C.P.

Hence L is countably infinite or finite. We have thus reached a contradiction,

and the theorem is established.

Theorem 24.* 7/77 and K are two mutually separated, closed and compact

point sets containing the points A and B, respectively, then there exists a simple

closed curve or triune J which separates A from B such that J- {H+K)=0.

Proof. Let hA and kB denote the components of 77 and K containing A

and B, respectively. From Theorem 21 it follows that for each component h

of 77 there exists a simple closed curve or triune JhB which separates h from

* Cf. L. Zoretti, Sur les fonctions analytiques uniformes, Journal de Mathématiques Pures et

Appliquées, vol. 1 (1905), pp. 9-11.
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kB. Let DhB denote that complementary domain of JhB which contains h.

The collection of all such domains DhB covers 77; hence there exists a finite

collection T of such domains covering 77. Let T* denote the point set which

is the sum of all the elements of T. By Theorem 16 there exists a simple closed

curve or triune JAB whose interior with respect to B contains that component

of T* which contains A. Furthermore, (H+kB) -JAB = 0. For each component

k of K let JAk denote a simple closed curve or triune (which exists in view of

the preceding argument) which separates A from k and is such that

(H+K)Jaic = 0. Let DAk denote the interior of JAk with respect to A.

The collection of all such domains DAk covers K; hence there exists a finite

collection G of such domains covering K. Let G* denote the sum of the ele-

ments of G. By Theorem 16 there exists a simple closed curve or triune J

whose interior with respect to A contains that component of G* which con-

tains B. Furthermore, (77+20 7 = 0.

Theorem 25.f 7/77 and K are two mutually separated closed and compact

point sets, and if neither 77 nor K separates the point A from the point B, then

H+K does not separate A from B.

Proof. Suppose H+K separates A from B.

Case 1. Suppose 77 is connected. With the help of Theorem 24, it may be

shown that there exists a domain D which contains K but no point of 77 and

is the sum of a finite number of components each of which is bounded by a

simple closed curve or triune containing no point of H+K. Let AXB denote

an arc from A to B containing no point of K, and A YB an arc containing no

point of 77. Let Ji, J2, J3, ■ ■ ■ ,Jr denote the boundaries of those components

of D which have points in common with AYB. There are four possibilities:

(1) A and B are both in S — D, (2) A and B are the same component of D,

(3) A and B are in different components of D, (4) A or B is in S — D while

the other is in D. In each case it may be readily shown that (A YB — AYB ■ D)

+/i+P2+ • • • +Jr+AXB-D contains an arc from A to B.

Case 2. Suppose H has only a finite number of components, hx, h2, ■ ■ ■ ,hn.

By Case 1, h+Kdoes not separate 4 from P.The sets h2 and K+K are mutu-

ally separated ; hence by Case 1, h2 + (hi+K) does not separate A f rom B. Con-

tinuing this process we obtain the fact that hn+(hn-i+ ■ ■ ■ +hi+K) does

not separate A from B.

Case 3. Suppose 77 has infinitely many components. Let AXB denote an

arc containing no point of K. By Axiom C, at most a finite number of compo-

nents of K contain points which are contiguous to points of AXB. Let

t Cf. P. Alexandroff, Sur les multiplicités cantoriennes et le théorème de Phragmèn-Brouwer gén-

éralisé, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 183, pp. 722-724.
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ki, k2, ■ ■ ■ , kn be the set of all such components of K. By Case 2 there exists

an arc 4FP which contains no point of H + ki + • ■ • +kn. If AYBK = 0,

the theorem is established. Suppose A YB K^O. For each component k of K

which intersects 4 YB, the set H+AXB+K is the sum of two mutually sepa-

rated sets, one containing 4 and the other containing k, by Theorem 27 of

S.C.P. By Theorem 24 there exists a simple closed curve or triune Jk which

separates A from k and is such that Jk- (H+AXB+K) =0. Let Ik denote

the interior of Jk with respect to A. The collection of all such domains Ik

covers the closed point set AYBK; hence there exists a finite subcollection

T doing so. Let T* denote the sum of the elements of T. By Theorem 16,

for each component / of T* there exists a simple closed curve or triune C<

which is a subset of the boundary of t and whose interior with respect to 4

contains /. Let Ci, C2, • • • , Cs be the set of all simple closed curves or triunes

thus obtained. The point set (4 YB - A YB ■ T*) +Ci+C2+ • • • +CS contains

an arc from 4 to B which contains no point of H+K.

Theorem 26. If J is a simple closed curve, I is a complementary domain

of J, 77 and K are two mutually separated subcontinua of J, a and ß are the two

components of J—(H+K), and C is a simple closed curve which separates 77

from K, then there exists an arc AXB such that A and B are points of a and ß,

respectively, and segment AXB is a subset of I C.

Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. Let w be a point of S— (J+I+C),

which exists by Theorem 19. Let D denote the interior of C. One of the sets

77 and K, say 77, is a subset of D. Obviously, C contains at least one point of

each of the sets a, ß, and 7. Let P, Q, Z, and W denote points of a ■ C, ß ■ C,

77, and K, respectively. Let a' and ß' denote continua which are subsets of a

and ß, respectively, and which contain a-C and ß-C, respectively. Now,

a'+ß'+TC is the sum of two mutually separated continua Mi and M2 con-

taining a' and ß', respectively. Let E denote the last point of the arc PZQ,

in the order P to Q, which is either a point of Mi or contiguous to a point of

Mi ; and let F denote the first point of PZQ which is either a point of M2 or

contiguous to a point of M2. It may be readily seen with the help of Theorem 4

that if E and F are distinct, then E precedes F in the order P to Q. Suppose

first that E and F are distinct non-contiguous points. The interval EF of

PZQ contains at least one point of H. Furthermore, there exists an arc OL

where 7 is a point of segment EF and OL — Lisa, subset of I —I C. By Theo-

rem 12 there exists a simple closed curve 7' which is a subset of 7 + C and

contains EF, and whose interior 7' is a subset of 7 D and contains 07 — 7.

Now 7' contains no point of K, for otherwise H+I'+K would be a connected

set containing no point of C. Thus 7' contains an arc E'F', where E' and F'
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are points of segments LEW and LFW, respectively, and the segment E'F'

is a subset of 7-C. Thus segment E'F' is a subset of Mi and also a subset

of M2. From this contradiction, it follows that E and F are identical or con-

tiguous. Also (E+F)■ (Mi+M2) =0. Similarly, if T denotes the last point

of PWQ which is either a point of Mx or contiguous to a point of Mu and if V

denotes the first point of PWQ which is either a point of M2 or contiguous to

a point of M2, then T and V are identical or contiguous. Let C denote a

simple curve which separates Mx from M2. Let P'Q' denote an arc such that

P' and Q' are points of Mi and M2, respectively, and segment P'Q' is a sub-

set of J+I-(J+I)-(C+E+F+T+V). Let G denote a point of segment

P'Q' which belongs to C, and let NY denote an arc which is a subset of C

and contains G, where A7 and F are points of / and segment NY is a subset

of 7. Now N and Y do not lie in different components of J — (a +ß'), for

otherwise, H+K+NY would be a connected set containing no point of C.

Suppose both N and Y are points of that component of J — (a'+ß') which

contains 77. If either for F preceded E in the order PZQ, we would have

two arcs (one a subset of C-Mi+E, the other a subset of C-M2+interval

Q'G of arc P'Q'+interval NG of arc NY) satisfying the hypothesis of Theo-

rem 4 but not the conclusion of this theorem. Similarly, it may be shown that

neither N nor Y follows P. Hence N is identical with Y or contiguous to F.

Again a contradiction is reached, and the theorem is established.

Theorem 27. If A, X,B, and Y are points of the simple closed curve J in the

order indicated, if I is the interior of J, and if H and K are mutually separated

closed and compact subsets of J+I such that HAXB=0 and KAYB = 0, then

there exists an arc AB lying in J+I —(H+K).

Proof. Two cases will be considered.

Case 1. Suppose there exists no component T of H+K such that

T+J — (A+B) is connected. Let Nx and N2 denote continua which are sub-

sets of segments AYB and AXB, respectively, and which contain H AYB

and KAXB, respectively; and let a and ß denote the components of

J — (Ni + Ni) which contain A and B, respectively. By Theorem 27 of

S.C.P., Ni+N2+H+K is the sum of two mutually separated closed sets

Mi and M2 containing Ni and A72, respectively. Hence by Theorem 24 there

exists a simple closed curve C which separates Ni from N2 and contains no

point of Mi+M2. Thus C contains no point of H+K. By Theorem 26 there

exists an arc A'X'B', where A' and B' are points of a and ß, respectively;

and segment A'X'B' lies in 7-C. Now A'X'B'+a+ß contains an arc AB

lying in/+7 -(H+K).

Case 2. Suppose that for at least one component T oí H+K, T+J
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— (A +B) is connected. With the help of Axiom C, it may be shown that

there is only a finite number of such components. Either 77 or K, say 77,

contains at least one such component. There exists a point Fi which is the

first point of segment A YB, in order A to B, which is either a point of, or

contiguous to a point of, such a component of H.

First suppose there exists at least one point Q of 4 Fi — A having the prop-

erty that there is a component Tq of K such that Q+TQ+segment AXB is

connected. Let Qi, Qs, • • ■ , Qn denote all such points in the order A to Yx.

Obviously Qi, (¿= 1, 2, • • • , «), is not a point of H + K. If the segment AQi

of 4Fi contains no point of 77, let «i denote the interval AQX. If segment

AQi contains a point of H, it may be shown with the help of Theorem 18 and

Case 1 of this theorem that there exists an arc ax, from A to Qi, lying in

J+I—(H+K). Similarly, if «>1, there exists an arc a,-, (¿ = 2, 3, • - • , «),

from (),_! to Qi, lying in 7+7 — (H+K). The set ai+a2+ ■ ■ ■ +a„ contains

an arc a from A to Qn. Now let X2 denote the last point of segment AXB, in

order A to B, for which there exists a component P2 of 77, such that

Fi + P2+X2 is connected. If Qn=Yi, and if there exists a point P of AXB

between X2 and B for which there is a component 7" of K such that

Fi + 7'+P is connected, then, denoting Qn by Q', we have an arc AQ' =a

having the following properties: (1) The arc40/liesin7+7-(¿7+7T), (2) Q'

is a point of segment A YB and does not precede Fi, (3) there is at least one

component T of 77 for which [T+segmentAXB+inter\alAQ'(oiAYB) -A]

is connected, but T+Q'B — Q' is not connected, and (4) there exists no com-

ponent W of 77+ii such that W+A YB-Q' is connected. If Qn = Yh and if

there exists no such point P, let Xx denote the first point of AXB, such that

Fi + P2+Xi is connected; or if Qk^Yi, let Xi denote the first point of AXB

for which there exists a component T of 77 such that Fi + F+Xi is connected.

In either case,.^ is apoint of segment 4XP,and with the help of Theorem 18,

Case 1, it may be shown that there exists an arc ß from Qn to Xi lying in

J+I —(H+K). If Ii^J2, then by means of an argument like that used in

obtaining a, it may be shown that there exists an arc y, from Xi to X2, lying

in 7+7— (77+K). If XX = X2, let y denote Xx. If there exists no point X' of

AXB between X2 and B for which there is a component T of K such that

segment A YB + T+X' is connected, then the argument for obtaining a may

be used here to obtain an arc 5, from X2 to B, lying in J+I —(H+K). In this

case, a+ß+y + 8 contains an arc from A to B, and the theorem is established.

If there exists a point X', as described, let Q' denote the first point of seg-

ment 4 YB for which exists a component T of K, such that Q' + P+segment

X2B is connected. It follows from Theorem 18 and Case 1, that there exists an

arc r], from X2 to Q', lying in 7+7 — (H+K). In this case, a+ß+y + 7) con-
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tains an arc AQ' having the four properties listed above.

Now suppose there is no point Q as described above. Let X2 have the

same meaning as above, and let y denote an arc from A to X2 lying in

J+I —(H+K). Again, if there exists no point X', as described above, let 5

denote an arc from X2 to B lying in J+I —(H+K). In this case y + d con-

tains an arc from A to B, and the theorem is established. If there exists a

point X', as described above, let Q' and r¡ be defined as before. Now 7 + 17

contains an arc AQ' with properties listed above.

Thus, in any case either there exists an arc AB lying in J+I — (H+K),

or else there exists an arc AQ' having the properties listed above. In the latter

case, if there exists no point Y' of A YB, between Q' and B, for which there

exists a component T of 77 such that F'-r-P+segment AXB is connected,

then the argument for obtaining a may be used to obtain an arc Q'B lying

in J+I — (H+K). In such a case, AQ'+Q'B contains an arc from A to B,

and the theorem is established. If there exists a point Y', as described above,

let F2 denote the first such point in the order Q' to B. Now the argument

for obtaining AQ' may be repeated to obtain either an arc Q'B lying in

J+I — (H+K) (in which case AQ'+Q'B contains an arc from 4 to B, and

the theorem is established), or an arc Q'Q" of such nature that AQ'+Q'Q"

contains an arc AQ" having the following properties: (1) AQ" lies in

J+I —(H+K), (2) Q" is a point of segment AYB and does not precede Y2,

(3) there are at least two components of 77 such that if T denotes either of

them, then [T+segment AXB+interva,lAQ" oí AYB —A ] is connected, but

[T+Q"B — Q"\ is not connected, and (4) there exists no component W of

H+K, suchthat W+AYB — Q" is connected. Since there is only a finite num-

ber of components of 77 such that if /denotes any one of them, T+J —(A +B)

is connected, the above process may be repeated until we have obtained either

an arc .4P lying in J+I-(H+K), or an arc AQ<» lying in /+7 -(H+K),

where Qw is a point of segment AYB, and there is no point Y' between Q(*>

and B for which there is a component T of 77 such that F' + P+segment

AXB is connected. In the latter case, the argument for obtaining a may be

used to obtain an arc Q<»B lying in J+I-(H+K). The set AQ^+Q<-k)B

contains an arc AB lying in J+I—(H + K); and the theorem is established.

Theorem 28.* If the common part of the closed and compact point sets H

and K is a continuum, and if neither H nor K separates the point A from the

point B, and if furthermore, H — HK and K — HK are mutually separated

sets, then H + K does not separate A from B.

* Cf. S. Janiszewski, Sur les coupures du plan faites par des continus, Prace Matematyczno-

Fizyczne, vol. 26, 1913. Also Anna M. Mullikin, Certain theorems relating to plane connected point sets,

these Transactions, vol. 24 (1922), pp. 144-162.
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary that H+K separates 4 from B. Let

M = H+K and T = H K. Let Si and S2 denote the components of S — M

which contain 4 and B, respectively. There exist arcs AXB and A YB such

that AXBH = 0 and AYB K = 0. Let Xi and Fi denote the first points of

AXB and AYB, respectively, which belong to the boundary of S2. Thus Xi

and Fi belong to K — T and 77—P, respectively, and hence are not contigu-

ous to each other. Let AXi and AYi denote intervals of AXB and AYB,

respectively. The set AXi+A Yi contains an arc Xi4iFi such that XxAi■ 77 = 0

and AiYi-K = 0. If Xx is contiguous to any point of ^2, let X2 denote such a

point, and let XiX2 denote the arc consisting of these two points. Otherwise,

let R denote a connected domain containing Xx but containing no point or

boundary point (other than Xi) of 77+.4iFi, let X2 denote a point of RS2,

and let XiX2 denote an arc lying in R. If Fi is contiguous to any point of S2,

let F2 denote such a point, and let FiF2 denote the arc consisting of these two

points. Otherwise, let W denote a connected domain containing Fi but con-

taining no point or boundary point (other than Yx) of K+AxXi + XXX2, let F2

denote a point of WS2, and let FiF2 denote an arc lying in W. Let X2Y2 de-

note either the point X2 or an arc lying in S2 according as X2 is or is not F2. It

may be readily shown that the set XxAiY x+XiX2+Y fY 2+X2Y 2 contains a

simple closed curve 7 such that (1) 7 contains Ax and a point Bx of X2Y2,

and (2) of the two segments of 7 from Ai to Bx, one contains no point of

77 and the other contains no point of K. Let 7 denote that complemen-

tary domain of 7 which does not contain P, and let HX = H (J + I) and

KX = K- (J+I). It follows from Theorem 27 that there exists an arc AxBi

lying in 7+7— (Hx+Kx). Thus AXBX contains no point of M. But this is

impossible since Ax and Bx lie in different complementary domains of M. The

theorem is thus established.

Theorem 29. If no point of the arc XY separates the point A from the

point B, then XY does not separate A from B.

Proof. Suppose S—XY=SA+SB, where SA and SB are mutually sepa-

rated sets containing A and B, respectively. Let Si denote the set consisting

of X together with all points Z, if there are any, such that the interval XZ

does not separate A from B, and let S2 = XY—Si. Now 52 contains Y, and

clearly every point of Si precedes every point of 52. Hence there exists either

a last point of Sx or a first point of 52.

Suppose there exist a point O which is the last point of Sx and Q which

is the first point of S2. By Theorem 20 the interval OQ does not separate A

from B. Hence by Theorem 28, Si+OQ does not separate 4 from B. Thus

XQ does not separate A from B, contrary to the fact that Q is a point of S2.
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Suppose that there exists a point O which is the last point of Si. Let

Oi, 02, Oz, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of points of S2 converging to O such that

each precedes the next in the order F to X. By Theorem 28, the interval

OOn separates 4 from P. Thus, by Theorem5, Chapter 2,of P.S.T., the point O

separates A from B.

Suppose there exists a point O which is the first point of S2. Let

Oi, 02, Oz, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of points of Si converging to O such that each

precedes the next in the order X to F. By Theorem 28, the interval OnO

separates A from B. Hence by Theorem 5, Chapter 2, of P.S.T., the point O

separates A from B. Again a contradiction is reached and the theorem is es-

tablished.

The following proposition is false:

Proposition. If A, B, and C are three distinct points, and if A is not con-

tiguous to either B or C, then there exists a simple closed curve or triune which

separates A from B + C.

In Example 1, let A be any point of the triune TiT2T3, and let B and C

be points of different complementary domains of this triune. There does not

exist a simple closed curve or triune which separates 4 from B + C.
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